2002 dodge ram cummins

Following the 1st gen Cummins footsteps was no small task. Dodge had immense success with
the first 5. As a result, they kept the 5. The term 2nd generation Cummins refers to Dodge diesel
pickups between There are two variations of the 2nd gen Cummins though. New injectors, a
larger intercooler, and a new turbocharger were also introduced. These additions help reduce
emissions output compared to the previous generation. They also gave the 5. Early 2nd Gen
Cummins trucks produced greater horsepower and torque numbers than the previous model
year. These horsepower and torque numbers depend on your transmission configuration
though. The early Second Generation Cummins received a new fuel injection system featuring
new injectors, injection pump, and even the pistons were updated to accommodate better
combustion events and lower emissions. The Bosch P mechanical injection pump is without a
doubt the most important component of this fuel system though. Injectors were added that were
built to sustain the higher fuel pressures. The piston fuel-bowl design was changed to provide
better swirl and improve overall combustion quality. A larger intercooler and a new wastegated
turbocharger were added to the second generation Dodge Cummins. The initial turbocharger
offered on the Dodge Cummins is a wastegated variation of turbocharger found on the 1st gen
Cummins. This turbocharger is known as the Holset H1C. Late 2nd Gen Cummins trucks have a
different turbo. This turbocharger has proven more than capable of sustaining stock boost
levels, and has been known to hold up to pressures of 40 psi. Today, late 12V Dodge Cummins
trucks are preferred for racing and high-performance applications. Horsepower over 1, can be
easily achieved and these motors are more than capable of handing the extra power with some
small upgrades. Even as a daily driver, the 12V Cummins is an ideal choice. Even with tuning
and other performance upgrades these diesels can hold up for hundreds of thousands of miles
before having to complete any major repairs. In , a revised version of the 2nd Gen Cummins was
introduced. It retained the same body style, but big mechanical changes were made. The new 5.
This injection pump is one of the most common 2nd Generation Cummins problems. Other 2nd
Gen Cummins specs were changed as well, that helped Dodge trucks stay slightly above their
competitors. Trucks from with automatic transmissions make horsepower and lb-ft of torque.
Cummins dramatically changed the late 2nd Gen Cummins engine. By doubling the valves,
overall performance improves. Drivability improves because of better throttle response. The 24V
engine configuration also allows for much better coolant flow compared to the previous 12V
engine. They feature thinner walls that overtime can develop coolant leaks. For this reason,
trucks built before or after are more desirable. The change to an electric rotary injection pump
was a big step for Cummins. An electric lift pump was introduced to help keep fuel pressure
constant. This lift pump is actually one of the most common reasons the VP44 pump fails.
Aftermarket lift pumps like an Air Dog or Fass system is highly recommended! Despite moving
to an electric rotary fuel injection pump, mechanical injectors are still used on late second
generation Dodge Cummins trucks. They were re-located however which makes servicing them
easier, as well as improves the spray pattern for a better combustion sequence. The 24 Valve 5.
In these years, trucks with automatic transmissions used a HY35W turbocharger. Late 2nd Gen
Cummins trucks are available in a high-output configuration. The High Output 24V 5. Manual
transmissions are much less capable than Aisin automatic transmissions or even the standard
68RFE. Automatic transmissions in were not nearly as good as they are now. This NV 6-Speed
manual transmission is a much better option than early automatic transmissions, especially
when it comes to adding aftermarket power. High Output trucks produced 10 extra horsepower
and 45 more lb-ft of torque from the factory. Higher horsepower and torque numbers are easily
achieved however and the manual transmission makes it very affordable to support those big
numbers. Check out our favorite 2nd Generation Cummins Performance upgrades post to find
out what parts you need to add big horsepower and torque numbers to your truck. Because
both 12 valve and 24 valve variations of the Cummins engine are found on the second
generation Cummins, pay special attention to the years listed. So many improvements were
made to maximum tow capacity between and The tow capacity numbers below are maximum
numbers. You can also look at the Trailer Life website. Click on one of the links below to learn
more about Dodge Ram trucks with the 12 valve or 24 valve 5. This helps support Diesel
Resource and allows us to continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you
for the support! Want to learn more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for
our newsletter and stay up to date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a
complete diesel head. Has a little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him
by checking out his truck. Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil March 14th, Gallery Upload of a
second generation Cummins single cab. Fuel System The change to an electric rotary injection
pump was a big step for Cummins. Air Induction The 24 Valve 5. High Output 24V 5. Make
Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best 4th Generation 6. Comprehensive 2nd Gen 5.
Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive Ram 3. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. Direct

Injection With Bosch Fuel injection pump. See Chart Below for exact numbers horsepower
Refine your search. Manual Automatic 9. Pickup Diesel Gasoline Popular Similar Cars. Google
Ads. Refine search. Larry green is the people place! Free tank of gas with every purchase!
California California 3 years at everycarlisted. Never get left stranded on the side of the road
again with this very reliable Ram I have a very nice ram 4x4 24 valve cummins turbo for sale.
Wyoming Wyoming 3 years at everycarlisted. Fass lift pump and fuel pressure gauge. Features
a tough 5. The interior includes dark gray leather, wood trim accents, heated seats, CD and
more!. Cloth Interior. Features a rugged 5. Troka standard, Manual transmission de 6 cambios.
Like brand new that were put on miles ago Truck is a beast and i would trust it to go anywhere.
Clean Carfax History report. This pickup has been well maintained and has a great service
history. This truck is mostly stock other than an upgraded exhaust system. Most all the miles
have been highway miles. Its an SLT with excellent interior. Rear cab doors for back seat
access. Dodge Ram Dodge Ram Cummins 02 low miles K Five speed manual. For complete
listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. My name is tom
i am a licensed mechanic and pa diesel truck dealer with experience going back to the early 's.
He let me in the garage when i got to high school and did engine work, brakes, welding and just
about everything else but where i really excelled is when he started selling cars, i enjoyed
helping customers find the car or truck or there dreams. I still have the passion for diesel trucks
in which i'm an expert by the way anyone who does anything successful for 35 years is an
expert in my opinion , and i also have the passion just as i did at 18 to help people find the truck
of there dreams. What i hate the older ones here in the northeast since they just melt away from
all the rust and bondo they are loaded up with so i fly out west to southern california,texas, and
other west coast and southern states to buy a few clean rustfree 1 owners and drive them home
to sell in the northeast. Adult-owned And Operated. Vehicle Has 15, Miles not A Typo. Chrome
Wheels. We replaced all the worn front end parts including wheel bearings and more. Good
rubber, good brakes. Definitely worth the drive. Call, text, or email Mike at Cda Wheels Connie
or Dave at Cda Wheels. Carolina auto direct stands out from the rest Why else would customers
come from all over the country to buy one! Again, no pro carolina auto direct provides quality
vehicles at unbeatable prices in a friendly atmosphere, which makes car buying a fun
experience. Upgrades:- Entire front end replacement within the last year. Air Conditioning. We
accept all trade's and stock over quality pre-owned vehicles on a daily basis. Selling my Dodge
Ram with the 5. For sale, dodge ram slt, cummins 5. I have left the truck completely stock from
day one. No tuners, no intakes, just a clean strong cummins. Adult driven and maintained. Oil
changes every 5k miles, new fuel filter ever other oil change. Trailer brake ready set up with 4
pin and six pin attachments on a class 5 hitch. This truck is ver clean and to date has remained
completely stock. I get compliments from cummins fans everywhere for how clean it is "mind
the pictures, just got back from the property". Scammers, don't waste my time. Cummins Turbo
Diesel. Gray exterior with gray cloth interior. Up for sale is my dodge ram with the 5. O cummins
with the 6 speed manual transmission! Both front wheel hubs just replaced, new clutch last
year. New steering box and power steering pump. Has utility bed for convient work.
Withfeatures like black premium wheels and running boards this dieseltruck is that bad! It
spretty obvious it has been babied its whole life. The fabled bulletproof cummins diesel engine
runs strong. The transmission drives smooth. Legendary safety durability and reliability in a fun
to drivepackage that can tackle practically any terrain! This one won t lastlong. As a cudl credit
union direct lender dealer we offer rates as lowas 2. This was the last year they made the
legendary 24v cummins engine. The was also the first year they put disk breaks all around. The
second generation rams are the only second gen style trucks with disks all the way around.
Check engine light is illuminated. First off, the headlights are operated by a switch underneath
the hood - the main control ballast for the hid's went out and i had to jerry rig a switch into the
wire to get them to turn on. These lights are as bright as can be and they have lasted the whole
time i've had the truck. Also, i has been in and out of the shop due to a p tr
2014 mustang wiring diagram
mk4 suspension refresh
lennox air handler wiring diagram
ouble code. The code will say that something is wrong with the fuel injection pump timing and
that is simply not right. I've had the whole pump replaced with a new one. The shop told me that
it's either; battery cables, ecm, or the wiring harness. Additionally, the clear coat is peeling
really bad on the hood and the roof. The paint is not perfect by any means. The truck is
registered until september of this year. Truck runs and drives great. It has hp injectors and i
also have the stock injectors with it. It has a south bend clutch 5 speed manual with the 5th gear
nut fix done. Smarty jr and an edge compbox but the edge isn't hooked up. Dash is in perfect

condition along with the interior. Few small dents and dings nothing major. The only reason i'm
selling is to upgrade to a newer pickup so this one has to go. Don't want to sell this truck but I
can't afford to drive it from Brigham to Layton every day anymore. Fass Fuel gph. New Fass
Fuel Filters. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

